ABSIRACT. 
I.
INTRODUCTION.
Zemanan [1] extended Hankel transformations to the distribution space H'. H' is the dual of the space of testing functions H defined as follows" for each real We follow the notation and terminology of Schwartz [3] and Zemanidn [4, 5] . 
B
is a linear space to hich we assign the topology generated by the countable set On the other hand, if we define :0, (xy)dx
Hence (4.4) gives
This is another representation of / 6(x-k). It can be shown that this representation is equivalent to the one given in example 1, since
Note. (b) 0 follows from the continuity property. (from the definition of distributional differentiation). Proof. The proof of (5.17) is very similar to the proof of [5, equation (9) Proof. We know that the theorem is true for r O. For
by Theorem (5.7), since and Therefore, u (n), (see Proposition (5 11)) is the finite Hankel transform [7] of some function . [J,(x;n )/J +I (bXn)]F(>.n)" 
